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What Is Brand Safety?





Quiz 1 : Which among following are the industry bodies governing brand safety ? 
Please tick the right ones

1. MRC
2. TTD
3. BLS
4. IAB



Here are some examples on brand safety mishaps.



Here are some examples on brand safety mishaps.



Quiz 2 : Brand Safety & Brand Suitability mean the same?

1. Yes
2. No



Status of Brand Safety 
in Vietnam



= These videos contained false history about Vietnam and anti-

government message. 

= Brands were requested to immediately stop advertising on YouTube. 

They were required to report and explain the situation to the 

government. 

= Companies claimed that they have no controlled where the ads 

appeared.

= Brands reputations were suffered in the called out.
https://vietnamnet.vn/vn/cong-nghe/them-40-doanh-nghiep-o-vn-quang-cao-tren-video-youtube-xau-doc-543083.html
https://e.vnexpress.net/news/business/companies/video-ads-a-menace-to-brand-safety-in-vietnam-report-3583106.html

8000 malicious Youtube videos content with big brands featured 
advertisements were found in 2019. 
International and local brands were called out :

Vietnam was ranked as the 2nd most-at-
risk from harmful content in SEA, 
according to VnExpress

Quote 

“We withdrew our ads from YouTube 

as soon as we were being warned by 

the authorities. We do not want our 

brands to appear alongside toxic 

content,”, A local senior media 

manager in Vietnam well known 

organisation , told VnExpress.

https://vietnamnet.vn/vn/cong-nghe/them-40-doanh-nghiep-o-vn-quang-cao-tren-video-youtube-xau-doc-543083.html
https://e.vnexpress.net/news/business/companies/video-ads-a-menace-to-brand-safety-in-vietnam-report-3583106.html


Example on how excessive keyword blocking is harming publishers too!



Best Brand Safety 
Practices
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Safety
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How Context AI and NLP Help In Brand Safety



Advertiser is not willing to 
be visible next to any news 
related to controversial 
content. With ContextAI and 
NLP, advertiser can avoid 
potential PR 
embarrassment.



Quiz 3 : Multi-layer security has following layers ?

1.
2.
3.

SSP Layer / Offensive Content Layer  / Branding Layer

DSP Layer / Offensive Content Layer  / Branding Layer

SSP Layer / Offensive ad communication layer



Future of Brand Safety
Without Cookies



ContextAI Targeting will be the answer for the brand safety

Filter, understand 
and possibly block 
undesirable sites

Does not rely on cookies Combine with Privacy Sandbox to 
create tailored brand safety & 
contextual targeting strategies



such as GDPR and CCPA, among many 
others around the world, have created a 
seismic ripple throughout the industry. As 
old measurement fall away, the industry 
has an opportunity to collectively create 
better standards. 

A ‘digital first’ lifestyle is our ‘new normal’ 

Where consumers go, advertising follows 
and, with it, new opportunities to 
strengthen brand safety measures arise. 

Technologies that create deepfake videos 
are growing more sophisticated and 
threaten to further erode institutional 
trust. 

As brands work to preserve their equity 
and authenticity, they should beware of 
becoming overly cautious. Doing so may 
decrease the impact of overall 
performance.

POLICY SHIFTS THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

FAKE NEWS TOO MUCH BRAND SAFETY






